In order to evaluate the effectiveness of moving target network defense, a dynamic effectiveness evaluation approach based on change-point detection is presented. Firstly, the concept of multilayer network resource graph is defined, which helps establish the relationship between the change of resource vulnerability and the transfer of network node state. Secondly, a change-point detection and standardized measurement algorithm is proposed. Consequently, it improves the efficiency of evaluation by measuring the change-point dynamically and enhancing the accuracy of evaluation based on multilayer network resource graph. What's more, in order to evaluate the defense effectiveness comprehensively, defense cost and benefits are set as evaluation indicators. Finally, experimental analysis, represented by MT6D and DNAT, proves the feasibility of the proposed evaluation method and the accuracy of the evaluation results.
Introduction
With the rapid development of advanced persistent threat (APT), traditional security defense mechanism is increasingly incompetent for new threats. In order to ensure the advancement of the defense process, network defense mechanism transforms from "active defense" to "reconfigurable defense." Therefore, moving target network defense (MTND) [1] mechanism comes into being. It continuously and dynamically changes the attack surface [2] of a defense system in multilevels, so that the intruded target in the face of a malicious adversary has the characteristics of heterogeneity, randomness, and unpredictability, consequently, improving the defense defectiveness by increasing the uncertainty and complexity of the malicious adversary. However, with the constant emergence of MTND technique, how to evaluate the effectiveness [3] of the proposed moving target network defense technology becomes a key and urgent problem.
Existing MTND effectiveness evaluation method is mainly divided into three categories: (1) empirical analysis based on offense and defense experiments [4] , (2) contrastive analysis based on simulations [5] [6] [7] , and (3) abstract analysis based on mathematical models [8] [9] [10] . Among them, empirical analysis is used in [4] , which proposes a multistate dynamic model and verifies the validity conjecture of MTND by analyzing a number of offense and defense instances. However, this method is hard to meet the sustained and dynamic characteristics of MTND and, therefore, hard to ensure the timeliness of evaluation results. In order to solve the above problem to some extent, contrastive analysis based on simulation is proposed in [5, 6] . Evaluation indicators of MTND implementation effectiveness by analyzing network kill chain and typical MTND schemes are proposed in [5] . Zhuang et al. in [6] evaluates MTND implementation effectiveness by simulation experiments, which is based on conservative attack graph. However, the studies above do not take the cost produced during MTND implementation into consideration, so it is hard to balance the network system availability and defensive security by comprehensively evaluating the effectiveness of MTND implementation. In addition, evaluating MTND based on attack graph can only analyze the defense benefits of MTND to known attacks, but not those to unknown attacks such as zero-day attack. Aimed at the first problem, quantitative framework for MTND effectiveness evaluation is proposed in literature [7] . It evaluates the defense cost and benefits on the basis of simulation experiments, which compares the MTND effectiveness between mission representation and attack representation. However, due to the limited scope of different experimental conditions and the nonnormalized quantitative criteria of vulnerability utilization in different network environments, it is difficult to compare the MTND effectiveness evaluated in different application conditions. Aimed at the second problem in [6] , Wang et al. in [8] introduce the concept of network resource graph, based on which mathematical model is used to abstractly analyze the effectiveness of MTND in different application conditions. Zhuang et al. in [9] propose a scalable quantitative model, which is used to analyze the effectiveness of defense benefit by calculating attack transition probabilities among network nodes. In literature [10] , Carroll et al. propose a performance evaluation method, network address mutation, based on Urn probability model. It evaluates the effectiveness of MTND by calculating the relationship of successful attack probability with network address size, the number of adversary detection, the number of network vulnerabilities, and the frequency of address hopping. However, it only considers the effectiveness of MTND under one single task, which is incompatible with the characteristics of multistep and parallel multitask in actual network systems. What's more, an abstract analysis based on mathematical model is easy to deviate from actual conditions in the process of abstraction.
In conclusion, the evaluation of MTND effectiveness needs (1) to combine the change of network vulnerabilities and the transition of network node security state, so as to ensure the accuracy and comparability of evaluation results in different application conditions, (2) to improve the efficiency of effectiveness evaluation, so as to improve the timeliness of evaluation results, and (3) to consider defense benefits and cost of MTND implementation, so as to ensure the comprehensiveness of evaluation. Hence, aimed at the above problems, we propose an effectiveness evaluation method for moving target network defense based on change-point detection.
Basic Architecture of Evaluation
The so-called "change-point" refers to the state and vulnerability of network nodes, whose change is related to malicious adversary intrusion, MTND hopping, and the changes of dependency among different resources and correlation relationship of similar resources. Via multilayer network resource graph (MNRG) (Figure 7 ), moving target network defense effectiveness evaluation based on change-point detection evaluates the effectiveness of MTND after detecting and measuring the amount of changes of change-point. As shown in Figure 1 , its basic architecture consists of three parts: the construction and update of MNRG, change-point detection and standardized measurement, and effectiveness evaluation.
Firstly, aimed at the deficiency of attack graph in presenting unknown attack and the high frequency change of MTND, the paper introduces a hierarchical thinking into the network resource graph and defines MNRG, thus, not only ensuring the integrity in rendering all kinds of attack paths, but also improving the timeliness in the process of MNRG update. Secondly, aimed at the problem that static measurement is hard to indicate the amount of changes in change-point accurately, change-point detection algorithm is proposed. The method uses graph similarity theory to detect the changes in MNRG before and after MTND implementation. What's more, standardized measurement is used to quantitate and calculate the utilization probability of changepoint by a malicious adversary. It combines CVSS with dependency of different types of network resources, correlation relationship of similar resources and network node states in adjacent time, thus, ensuring the unification of metrics and achieving dynamic measurement at the same time. Finally, it calculates the defense benefits and cost of MTND from mission representation and attack representation, respectively, at the stage of MTND effectiveness evaluation, providing guidance for the balance between network system availability and security defense by analyzing the effectiveness of MTND comprehensively.
Construction and Update of MNRG.
Network attack graph is to describe potential attack path by graphically presenting vulnerability dependency and state transition relationship. Existing attack graph is divided into state attack graph [11] and attribute attack graph [12] . In state attack graph, each node represents the state of global network system. With the increase of network size, such problems as low efficiency and space explosion in constructing state attack graph exist. Consequently, Ammann et al. [13] introduce a "monotonic" hypothesis of malicious adversary ability into the construction of attack graph. Attribute attack graph is based on the "monotonic" hypothesis, with a good scalability but no space explosion problem with the increase of the number of network nodes. However, since a malicious adversary will use both known vulnerability and unknown vulnerability of network resources to hit targets, the existing attack graph describes the possible attack path based on prior knowledge of well-known vulnerability. Therefore, it's hard to present possible attack path completely especially in zero-day attack. Thereby, Wang et al. [8] proposes the concept of network resource graph. It is a graphical representation method to depict the dependency of different resources and the transition of node state in network. The formal definition is as follows. Figure 2 . Unlike the exploitation of a known vulnerability which has its unique pre-and postconditions, new kind of attack, such as zero-day, mainly uses the provided services of target hosts to get access and promote privilege so that attackers can invade successfully by transferring the target host to specific state. Therefore, the condition of exploiting network resource vulnerability can be presented as = ⟨srv, priv, conn⟩. It means the needs of services to be open srv ∈ {srv(ℎ ) → 2 }, the needs of privilege to possess priv ∈ {priv(ℎ ) → 2 }, and the needs of reachability to have conn ∈ {conn( × )}, so as to successfully invade target host ℎ .
Because of the high frequency change of MTND, scalability and dynamic adjustment problems are the key restraint in evaluating MTND effectiveness in dynamically changing network systems. The update of NRG should be completed in real-time, meanwhile preventing high computational complexity. What's more, on the one hand, MTND mechanism protects network collaboratively by changing network configuration and overall state property of nodes. On the other hand, a malicious adversary implements intrusion by using dependency of different resources. In conclusion, NRG should not only prevent space explosion with the growth of network scalability, but also establish the relationship between the change of resource vulnerability and the transfer of network node state. Considering the above two factors, we introduce a hierarchical thinking [14] into NRG and propose the concept of MNRG. Its formal description is defined in Definition 2. MNRG is divided into resource layer and node layer. In resource layer, it describes all possible partial orders of resource vulnerability exploited by a malicious adversary in different nodes. In node layer, it describes the state transition of different nodes caused by both malicious intrusion and MTND implementation. A tree structure is used to connect resource layer and node layer. For the purpose of illustration and clarity of description, network hosts are between resource layer and node layer in Figure 3 (b).
Definition 2.
Multilayer network resource graph is a bilateral directed graph consisting of MNRG( , ). is a vertex set, which can be presented as = ∪ . As is a vertex set in node layer, it represents state property of corresponding network host.
is a vertex set in resource layer, which can be presented as = V ∪ . It contains vulnerability and state property of network resources. For any hosts ℎ in network, there is ∀ ℎ ∈ ℎ ⊂ in node layer, and ∃ If the number of network hosts is , with different types of resources in each host, the computational complex of MNRG construction and update is shown in Table 1 . Therefore, compared with NRG, MNRG reduces the computational complex in the process of construction and update without the loss of any relationship of resource dependency.
What's more, we define attack path based on MNRG, whose formal description is shown in Definition 3.
Definition 3. Given MNRG( , ), attack path is partial order sequence seq( V ), ∈ [1, ], which starts from hosts in one of the initial state ∈ , and ends up with the goal state property of target hosts ∈ . A malicious adversary exploits a series of related resource vulnerabilities V by satisfying certain precondition ∈ .
Change-Point Detection and Standardized Measurement.
Because MTND has the characteristics of unpredictable and random hopping, it is difficult for the static measurement of vulnerability to accurately measure the exploitation of vulnerability, which leads to the deviation of effectiveness evaluation of MTND. This paper proposes network-based moving target defense effectiveness evaluation based on change-point detection. It adopts graph similarity theory to detect the differences of change-point in a network system and measure its inherent and variable features in a standardized way, so as to evaluate MTND effectiveness in the next step.
The change-point detection and the standardized measurement algorithm are shown in Algorithm 1, with the input being MNRG and MNRG +1 , which is the MNRG before and after one period of attack. It uses the minimum spanning tree algorithm to traverse two MNRGs firstly. 
Node layer: ( ) Resource layer: ( ) a new kind of network resource after implementing MTND, the influence of inherent feature of the new resource, the relationship of different resource dependency, and the correlation of the same kind of resources on vulnerability exploitation by a malicious adversary should be taken into consideration. In other words, it can be calculated by using (1) to (5). For existing resources, the influence of the change of host state property after MTND hopping on the relationship of different resource dependency and the correlation of the same kind of resources should be considered. The probability of forwardtransition, self-transition, and backward-transition can be calculated by using (6) to (10) . As a result, the probability of successful intrusion of the malicious adversary can be calculated based on the initial state property. Finally, (11) can be used to calculate the maximum probability of attack path used for successful intrusion.
Because the change of change-point is determined by both its inherent characteristics, such as resource value and vulnerability, and variable characteristics, such as network environment, dependency of different resources, and correlation of the same kind of resources, standardized measurement is to be able to effectively measure the inherent and variable characteristics of change-point. In other words, in order to compare different MTND mechanisms in different implementation cases, it requires a unified standard to measure change-point in different activity models. What's more, the variable characteristics of change-point should be measured dynamically combined with its actual network environment, so as to assure the reliability of the measurement result. Common vulnerability scoring system [15] (CVSS) can achieve metric standardization by using open framework independent of specific applications. However, CVSS does not take the factor of dependency of different resources and correlation of the same kind of resources into consideration, which may lead to the deviation in calculating intrusion probability caused by underestimation of risks. For example, (1) several different types of resource vulnerabilities may have the dependency relationship with one another, among which, if one kind of vulnerability can be easily exploited by a malicious adversary, the possibilities of other resource vulnerabilities being exploited may increase. (2) For the same kind of network resources, if a malicious adversary successfully exploits this kind of vulnerability in one host, then the successful rate will be higher in exploiting the same kind of resource vulnerability in other network nodes. Thus, this algorithm adds the dependency of different resources and the correlation of the same kind of resources into the set of dynamic metrics so as to ensure the reliability of measurement. What's more, since the transition of states obeys Markov chain properties, that is, the state property at time being only related to the state property at time −1, the factor of state transition of adjacent time should be taken into consideration while calculating the probability of a malicious adversary in successfully meeting the target state. In conclusion, the process of standardized measurement calculates (1) the influence of dependency of different network resources in possibility of successful intrusion by converting CVSS, (2) the influence of correlation of the same type of network resources via introducing correlativity parameters, and (3) the influence of state transition caused by MTND hopping via proposing transfer factor. Due to the fact that a malicious adversary transfers state property of network hosts by exploiting different types of resource vulnerabilities and its dependency, while MTND transfers state property of network hosts by dynamically hopping the overall hosts, we calculate the influence of dependency of different network resources and correlation of the same type of network resources in possibility of successful intrusion at resource layer and the influence of state transition of adjacent time at node layer. If there are three types of network resource vulnerabilities V 1 , V 2 , and V 3 , its dependency relationship is shown in Figure 4 . c 1 -c 3 are the initial state properties; 5 and 6 are the goal states;
is the period of network attack;
MTND is the period of MTND implementation. In resource layer, if a malicious adversary can exploit resource vulnerability successfully, it must meet the inherent character and variable character, the latter of which determines the precondition and postcondition of vulnerability exploitation, at the same time. The probability of inherent characteristics of resource vulnerability exploitation can be expressed by (1) . It means the exploitation possibility of resource vulnerability under the circumstance that all its preconditions are satisfied simultaneously. When there are multiple preconditions to be satisfied, only if all the requirements are met can the malicious adversary exploit vulnerability successfully. Therefore, there exists conjunctive relationship in preconditions, whose probability can be calculated by (2) . On the other hand, if one state property can be satisfied by the exploitation of different resource vulnerabilities, the malicious adversary can meet the requirements by only satisfying any one of the corresponding vulnerabilities. Therefore, there exists disjunction relationship in postconditions, whose probability can be calculated by (3) . Since the precondition and postcondition are determined by the dependency relationship among different types of resource vulnerabilities, they will change under different network connections and configurations. The dependency of different types of resource vulnerabilities can be calculated by (4):
From the above analysis, the probability of a malicious adversary's successful intrusion by exploiting resource vulnerabilities can be expressed as ( Figure 4 . However, there exists the same type of network resources in different network hosts, such as http service. Once the malicious adversary successfully exploits the vulnerability of such resources in any nodes in network, the successful rate of reusing the same type of vulnerability will increase. The reason is that the inherent characteristics of the same type of resource vulnerability is the same though the configuration is different in different network nodes. Consequently, we introduce the concept of correlativity parameters, whose formal description is shown in Definition 4. The probability of successfully exploiting the same type of resources by a malicious adversary via introducing correlativity parameter can be presented as the following, where (V ) = (V | ∧ ) ∏ ( ):
In node layer, because the transition of state property of nodes is associated with the exploitation of vulnerability by a malicious adversary and the hopping results of MTND, the probability of state transition before and after MTND implementation is shown in (6) . It means the state property at the moment of is jointly determined by the state property of its adjacent moment and the transition of state property:
Since the nature of MTND mechanism is to transfer the state property of network hosts by shifting attack surface systematically and dynamically, the malicious adversary may invalid its vested exploitation of resources and privileges, leading to the failure of supporting for further attacks. Therefore, the malicious adversary may be stuck in certain states of network hosts in attack path or even fall back to previous state in any other network nodes in attack path. State transition can be divided into forward-transition, selftransition, and backward-transition as shown in (7). In this paper, "transfer factor" is introduced to calculate the state transition probability of network nodes, and its expression is = (1 − / ). It means the probability of state transfer does not occur after one hopping period of MTND, where is the total number of states variable and is the number of states actual implementing:
(1) The so-called forward-transition refers to the state property possessed by a malicious adversary falling back to previous state in any network nodes in attack path, since the precondition of the state property a malicious adversary possessed is not satisfied. On the one hand, the construction and update of MNRG follow the monotonic hypothesis, which is the basis for preventing state space explosion. On the other hand, forward-transition will make the construction of MNRG no longer following the monotonic hypothesis. Therefore, we introduce the forward-transition indirectly so as to prevent the occurrence of state space explosion.
In order to explain clearly, Figure 5 only shows the node layer of Figure 4 . Since the precondition of is not satisfied after MTND implementation, the state property possessed by the malicious adversary falls back to previous state. The probability of forward-transition can be equaled as the joint probability of self-transition of and backwardtransition of , which is the latest network node state transition that does not occur in attack path. Therefore, forwardtransition can be transformed equally by self-transition and backward-transition in order to ensure the obedience by monotonic hypothesis, as shown in
2) The so-called self-transition refers to the state property possessed by a malicious adversary stuck in certain states of network hosts in attack path. It contains two cases: A during the period of attack , if the period of MTND is MTND , the state property is not transferred after MTND implementation, but its postcondition changes, which leads to the result that the malicious adversary cannot intrude from to . Its probability is / MTND (1 − (V 3 )) / MTND . B During the period of attack , if neither the state property is transferred nor its postcondition changes, but its adjacent state property is transferred, the probability is
In conclusion, the probability of self-transition can be shown in
(3) The so-called forward-transition refers to a situation where neither the state property possessed by a malicious adversary is transferred nor its precondition is changed. The probability of forward-transition can be presented by
What's more, since the malicious adversary can be assumed rational, the attack path which has the character of low attack cost and high exploitation probability will be chosen by attackers. From the above analysis, at the moment , the maximum probability of attack path chosen by the malicious adversary from certain initial state property to goal state property can be presented by
2.3. Effectiveness Evaluation. The effectiveness of MTND implementation is composed of defense cost and defense benefits. Since the implementation costs of network system deploying MTND can be divided into defense cost of MTND and running expense in performing tasks, the evaluation on defense cost of MTND can be obtained by comparing the amount of change in running expense before and after MTND implementation. Defense benefits of MTND refer to the impact on malicious intrusion after implementing MTND. It can be obtained by comparing the amount of change in probability of successful malicious intrusion. Based on the above analysis, this paper uses mission representation and attack representation, respectively, with [7] , before and after MTND implementation to indicate the defense cost and benefits of MTND, as shown in Table 2 . As for mission representation, it is a kind of specific activity model depicting the network behavior when performing tasks. Attack representation is a kind of specific activity model depicting invasion behavior of the malicious adversary when intruding specific target. As shown in (12), operational efficiency presents how fast the activity model fully implements an activity. In mission representation, productivity ( ) indicates how fast the network performs some tasks. In attack representation, productivity ( ) indicates how fast the malicious adversary intrudes the target hosts successfully. ] :
× duration → is a mapping function from behavior and duration time duration to , where = { 1 , 2 , . . . , }, duration = { duration1 , . . . , durationn }, and ∈ [0, 1):
Because the importance of network node depends on the value of resources it possesses and the importance of services it provides, the importance of different network nodes is different. On the one hand, the change of performance in different hosts after MTND implementation will impact the overall network performance. On the other hand, the hosts successfully intruded by the malicious adversary determine the extent of harm of network attack on the entire network system. Therefore, an important factor is introduced to weigh the importance of hosts in network system, ∈ [0, 1]. The success rate of running presents the probability of successfully performing an activity in activity model. In mission representation, success rate indicates that of performing some tasks, as shown in (13) . ] : × → is a mapping function from behavior and the number of success success to , where = { 1 , 2 , . . . , }, = { success1 , . . . , success }, and ∈ [0, 1). In attack representation, success rate indicates that of intrusion by the malicious adversary, as shown in (14):
In conclusion, within one attack period , the defense cost is shown in (15) . It is determined by the amount of change of efficiency and success rate in performing certain tasks in mission representation. The defense benefit is shown in (16) . It is determined by the amount of change of efficiency and success rate in performing certain tasks in attack representation. What's more, because the design of MTND focuses on different parts in network kill chain [16] of APT, it is necessary to evaluate the highest defense benefit in the phase of network kill chain. Equation (17) shows the highest defense benefit of MTND implementation in the phase of network kill chain, where Φ = { | ]( , phase) = }, and Φ divides the APT attack into six stages [17] , that is, Φ = { , , , , , 2, }:
Case Study
In order to verify the feasibility and correctness of the proposed moving target network defense effectiveness evaluation based on change-point detection, the experimental network environment is built by using a typical topology shown in Figure 6 . There are four hosts in the network, 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 , whose basic information is shown in Table 3 . The mission representation in the experiment is the request and access of network resources. The attack representation in the experiment is the tampering of sensitive data in the domain server. The MTND mechanism chosen to defend is MT6D and DNAT, respectively. The principle of MT6D Figure 7: MNRG of experiment topology. Mysql DB 3306 local-setuid-bof [18] is to defend malicious intrusion by hopping endpointinformation of hosts deployed by MTND. Its hopping is performed in a fixed period which is based on the result of a hash by using the shared key, a value derived from the host's MAC address, and a timestamp. What's more, MT6D uses tunnel encryption technology to prevent attackers from correlating net-flow, thus ensuring that the hopping of endpoint information cannot be tracked. The principle of DNAT [19] is a lightweight MTND mechanism. Its hopping is performed in a fixed period which is based on the collaborative support of NAT and DNS. The NAT device stores state for each established sessions, allowing the DNS server to change addresses and providing a unique response to each new client without disrupting the established sessions. The important factor of each host in experiments is 1 = 0.4, 2 = 0.55, 3 = 0.3, and 4 = 0.7. The resource vulnerabilities scanned by Nessus are shown in Table 4 , by which the MNRG is constructed. The experiments are divided into two groups. The first group implements MT6D to defend against the intrusion of the malicious adversary so as to protect the safety of sensitive data. The second group deploys DNAT to defend against the intrusion of the malicious adversary in order to protect the safety of sensitive data.
Change-Point Detection and Standardized Measurement.
If = MTD = 150 s, the change-point calculated by using equations above in experiment is shown in Table 5 . The original success rate means the probability of successful intrusion of a malicious adversary without implementing MTND, while the success rate under MT6D or DNAT implementation means the probability of successful intrusion of a malicious adversary after implementing MT6D or DNAT, respectively.
By analyzing Table 5 , the following conclusion can be drawn. (1) Both MT6D and DNAT can reduce the success rate of a malicious adversary's intrusion effectively by endpoint information hopping. (2) Because the success rate of a malicious adversary's intrusion will decrease with the growth of the length of attack path, compared with the 3th and 4th attack path, the 1st and 2nd attack paths have higher success rates. This is consistent with the principle mentioned in [20] that the safety of communication nodes can be enhanced by adding in one or more intermediate nodes. (3) Under the fixed hopping period, the effectiveness of MT6D is better than DNAT after a period of time. The reason is that MT6D uses tunnel encryption technology to prevent attackers from correlating net-flow, which plays an important role to protect the implementation of MTND so as not to suffer from the following attack.
Comparative Analysis of Effectiveness Evaluation.
Since a malicious adversary usually chooses an attack path with low cost, a short length, and a high success rate, the 2nd attack path will be more easily exploited by the malicious adversary to implement intrusion. If the malicious adversary chooses the 2nd attack path to implement intrusion: root → → root 1 → → user 3 → → → user 4 → → root 4 , the period of attack is = 150 s. We change the period of MTND as MTND = 10 s, 20 s, 30 s, 50 s, 75 s, 100 s, 120 s, 150 s, and 300 s to compare the derivation between evaluation results by proposed method and the effectiveness of practical implementation. Figures 8 and 9 show the defense cost and benefits of MT6D and DNAT, respectively, by calculating and implementing in different hopping periods. The practical Security benefit calculated by this paper Security benefit calculated by [7] Security benefit of MT6D implementation Security cost calculated by this paper Security cost calculated in [7] Security cost of MT6D implementation defense cost and benefits are the result of each MTND implementation. The following conclusion can be drawn after analyzing: (1) both the defense cost and benefits of MT6D and DNAT decrease with the increase of hopping period. Besides, compared with DNAT, MT6D has higher defense benefits, but the defense cost is also high. (2) The maximum defense benefit of MT6D and DNAT is in the phase of reconnaissance (R), which enhances the security of protected network system by increasing the scanning expense of malicious attacks. (3) The calculated evaluation results are almost the same as the actual performance. But compared with the method in [7] , the deviation of our proposed method is smaller. (4) In defense benefits, because our proposed method takes the variable character into consideration, the evaluation results of defense benefits are lower than practical benefits. In defense cost, because the method we used is similar to the one in [7] , the evaluation results of defense cost are higher than practical cost. Therefore, the proposed evaluation method in this paper Security benefit calculated by this paper Security benefit calculated by [7] Security benefit of DNAT implementation Security cost calculated by this paper Security cost calculated in [7] Security cost of DNAT implementation is more conservative than the one in [7] . In conclusion, the proposed network-based moving target defense effectiveness evaluation based on change-point detection can evaluate the implementation of different MTND effectively and comprehensively under the same standard.
Conclusion
In order to evaluate the implementation effectiveness of moving target network defense mechanism, an effectiveness evaluation based on change-point detection is proposed. First of all, the paper defines multilayer network resource graph by introducing the hierarchical thinking into network resource graph, thus establishing the relationship between the change of resource vulnerability and the transition of state property of network hosts while depicting the integrity of attack path. Secondly, a change-point detection and standardized measurement algorithm are proposed to detect change-point in real-time and implement metrics dynamically, which not only reduces the deviation of static measurement but also improves the efficiency of evaluation. What's more, based on mission representation and attack representation, the defense cost and benefits of MTND implementation can be obtained for helping evaluate the effectiveness of MTND comprehensively. Finally, the proposed method is used to evaluate the effectiveness of MT6D and DNAT. The case study verifies the feasibility of evaluation method and the validity of evaluation results by comparing with evaluation results of existing evaluation method and the effectiveness results in practical implementation.
